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2009 Amarone – a Preview 

February 10, 2013  

A few weeks ago, I made a quick trip to Verona to attend the annual Amarone Anteprima event. 

These  anteprima tastings, which are held in various wine zones in Italy, are preview tastings for journalists, 

who are presented with the opportunity to taste new releases several months before the wines are released. 

Of course, Amarone is a wine that takes years to display its complexities, so it’s important to remember that 

when tasting wines that are not yet available in the market. This year, it’s especially important, as the wines 

we tasted were from the 2009 vintage, a warm, sometimes hot growing season that produced big, forward 

wines that are not typical for this area. 

That’s not to say they’re not good, as I tasted several excellent wines. But keep in mind that 2009 followed 

2008, which was a stellar vintage. The 2008s have not only excellent concentration, but also very good acidity 

and marvelous structure – some of the top examples of 2008 Amarone will be at their peak in 20-25 years, 

something that I doubt will be the situation with the 2009s. 

Also when passing on my judgment of the best wines I tasted during this event, I have to note that some of 

the finest artisan estates were not participating for various reasons. I do think that given the vary nature of 

Amarone as a wine that requires patience on the part of the drinker, there are some producers who simply 

believe that showing their new Amarone in January won’t be of any use, as they would prefer to wait at least 

six months or longer to taste out their wines with critics and consumers. 

That said, 2009 could shape up to be a very nice vintage, though it will probably be one that will be 

overlooked, especially given the classic style of the 2008s as well as the powerful 2006s, many of which are 

still on the market. 

Here are the best examples of 2009 Amarone I tasted at the anteprima tasting in January: 

Stefano Accordini “Acinatico” (always a fine wine with good typicity) 

Zecchini (particularly excellent with admirable restraint) 

Cantina di Soave “Rocca Sveva” (another fine Amarone from this producer – ripe and tasty) 

Corte Sant’Alda (nice structure and impressive complexity) 

Cavalchina (lovely freshness; strawberry and cherry fruit) 

Monte del Fra (nicely balanced with good typicity) 

I Scriani (very impressive balance and persistence) 

Novaia ( elegant and delicious with beautiful complexity – a lovely wine!) 

Look for these bottlings of 2009 Amarone to appear in the marketplace in the fall of this year. 


